
Love, Luck, and Astrology: How Your Birth Chart Can Lead You 

to Your Life Partner

For every human being, marriage is a topic that creates a sense of 
excitement, dreamy thoughts and expectations. Be it a man or a woman, 

everyone is equally excited to get married. But, when you will find the love 
of your life, you never know! Who knows the one living in your 

neighbourhood is your future life partner. Well, it happens as you can’t 
predict what destiny has kept for you in the form of your life partner.

https://www.vinaybajrangi.com/marriage-astrology/life-partners-predictions.php


Though not completely, but significantly future life partner prediction is possible if you get to connect 
with a qualified Vedic astrology expert like Dr. Vinay Bajrangi who is a highly scholar astrologer specialised in 
marriage astrology.

From predicting love marriage Yoga to after marriage life, being a notable astrologer, Dr. Vinay 

Bajrangi provides the most effective astrological consultation with an online report for future 

life partner through online platforms.

If your marriage is stuck or you are eager to explore some hints about your future life partner, 

then astrology can be a good companion for you in foreseeing your marriage yoga and how your 

spouse or future husband would be. Let’s check out more about how birth charts can lead you to 

your life partner in detail right here.

https://www.vinaybajrangi.com/marriage-astrology.php


Marriage Astrology — Starting from Kundali –

As said earlier, marriage is a special aspect of life for everyone and that’s the reason people get so 

many questions about marriage till they don’t get married. Even after getting married, people have 

certain queries that keep going till the last breath of a person. But, the matter of fact is; marriage 

astrology has answers to each question you might have in your mind.

So, whenever you meet a good astrologer or connect with an online astrology consultation platform 

like Karma Astro App, the first thing you would require to share is your correct date of birth or 

Kundali. If you don’t have Kundali with you, then with astrology apps, you can create free Kundali 

online as well.

https://www.vinaybajrangi.com/kundli.php
https://www.vinaybajrangi.com/kundli.php


7th House of Kundali & Its Relationship with Life Partner of Native –

When it comes to a house that is dedicated to this sacred relationship — Marriage — it is only the 7th house of Kundali. 7th house gives 

a clear glimpse to native’s marriage life and also a sneak peek of how the future spouse would be. Along with that, it also tells what type 

of life you would lead after marriage. Thus for marriage astrology, 7th house finds the utmost consideration in prediction.

As said above, 7th house tells how your married life is going to be. That means if your marriage will be a happy marriage or there will be 

tears all around, everything can be predicted from there. With the influence of Benefic planets to this house, the marriage becomes full 

of happy moments, but the presence of malefic planets results the other way.

If the 7th house has blessings of Venus, Moon, Mercury and Jupiter, it represents positivity in married life as they bring good vibes 

between the couple. However, the presence or influences of planets like Saturn, Rahu, Ketu, Sun and Mars drive sorrow and 

dissatisfaction to a marriage. Such influences often bring differences between couples and lead them to face compatibility issues often.



Different Planetary Influences In 7th House of Kundali –

Let’s check out how different planets’ placement to 7th house affects a marriage or what consequences a couple might face with their 
respective influence.

Effect of the Sun in 7th House — The influence of the Sun in this house indicates a powerful spouse who has got an immense ego. Such 
natives experience the aggressiveness or loudness of their spouse and sometimes, it appears to be positive as well. But, there are times when 
such a combination leads to a complex marriage.

Effect of the Moon — If Moon is placed in 7th house, it indicates for the future life partner to be religious, caring and 
participant in home related issues. They are also fond of jewellery and good clothing. Moreover, if this house is under the Taurus 
Zodiac sign’s influence, it signifies a partner to be kind in nature.

Mars Planet’s Effect in 7th House — With this influence, the future life partner would be a little clumsy in acting quickly and 
would lack patience. Sticking to a particular routine is not something easy for them. Even if Mars’ placement is not good, it leads 
the future life partner to be argumentative with a bad friend circle. They could be quite rich and sometimes have partners outside 
marriage.

Mercury — With this placement in 7th house, the native is blessed with a good communicator with qualities like being smart, 
outgoing and having a good social circle. The strong Mercury in this house indicates for your partner to be rich with a luxurious 
lifestyle.

Jupiter – With Jupiter’s effect in the 7th house, you can expect your partner to be physically attractive with a 
good physique and average height. These people find more interest in studies and exploring new stuff. In your 
relationship, you would experience contentment from your partner.



Venus — Venus’ placement in the 7th house is regarded as a fortunate placement. The life partner of such 
natives is often blessed with good looks, a lot of wealth and attractive personality.

Saturn — The placement of Saturn in this house leads to a complex married life with unfavourable circumstances which 
might drag you to separation. Though a strong Saturn could bring auspicious results, but if it is weak, the outcomes would 
be disastrous.

Rahu — The influence of Rahu often delays the marriage and even after marriage, brings a lot of discontentment. Owing to 
this effect, your future life partner might encounter unnecessary difficulty in life with unseen challenges and compatibility 
concerns.

Ketu — The presence of Ketu indicates a spiritual spouse; however, they are less likely to have a clear mind with various 
things

Conclusion –.

Thus, we can conclude that to predict a love marriage astrology, 7th house and its 
consideration with various planets find the maximum attention because it keeps all the secrets 
about your spouse or future partner. With proper analysis on various aspects of marriage 
astrology, a good astrologer predicts several things about future life partners, married life, 
marriage Yoga, delay in marriage and everything that you might have a question about. To get the 
right answer at the right time, connect with a Vedic astrology expert today and get rid of all your 
marriage related issues positively.

https://www.vinaybajrangi.com/marriage-astrology/love-marriage.php
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